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KEY=SIMON - FLORES JILLIAN
SIMON VS. THE HOMO SAPIENS AGENDA
Harper Collins Now a major motion picture: Love, Simon, starring Nick Robinson and Katherine Langford! This edition includes new Simon and Blue emails, a behind-the-scenes
scrapbook from the Love, Simon movie set, and Becky Albertalli in conversation with fellow authors Adam Silvera and Angie Thomas. William C. Morris Award Winner: Best Young
Adult Debut of the Year * National Book Award Longlist "A remarkable gift of a novel."—Andrew Smith, author of Grasshopper Jungle "I am so in love with this book."—Nina LaCour,
author of Hold Still "Feels timelessly, eﬀortlessly now."—Tim Federle, author of Better Nate Than Ever "The best kind of love story."—Alex Sanchez, Lambda Award-winning author of
Rainbow Boys and Boyfriends with Girlfriends Sixteen-year-old and not-so-openly gay Simon Spier prefers to save his drama for the school musical. But when an email falls into the
wrong hands, his secret is at risk of being thrust into the spotlight. Now change-averse Simon has to ﬁnd a way to step out of his comfort zone before he's pushed out—without
alienating his friends, compromising himself, or fumbling a shot at happiness with the most confusing, adorable guy he's never met. Incredibly funny and poignant, this twenty-ﬁrstcentury coming-of-age, coming out story—wrapped in a geek romance—is a knockout of a debut novel by Becky Albertalli. Plus don't miss Yes No Maybe So, Becky Albertalli's and
Aisha Saeed's heartwarming and hilarious new novel, coming in 2020!

SIMON VS. THE HOMO SAPIENS AGENDA
Balzer + Bray Now a major motion picture: Love, Simon, starring Nick Robinson and Katherine Langford! William C. Morris Award Winner: Best Young Adult Debut of the Year *
National Book Award Longlist "A remarkable gift of a novel."—Andrew Smith, author of Grasshopper Jungle "I am so in love with this book."—Nina LaCour, author of Hold Still "Feels
timelessly, eﬀortlessly now."—Tim Federle, author of Better Nate Than Ever "The best kind of love story."—Alex Sanchez, Lambda Award-winning author of Rainbow Boys and
Boyfriends with Girlfriends Sixteen-year-old and not-so-openly gay Simon Spier prefers to save his drama for the school musical. But when an email falls into the wrong hands, his
secret is at risk of being thrust into the spotlight. Now change-averse Simon has to ﬁnd a way to step out of his comfort zone before he's pushed out—without alienating his friends,
compromising himself, or fumbling a shot at happiness with the most confusing, adorable guy he's never met. Incredibly funny and poignant, this twenty-ﬁrst-century coming-ofage, coming out story—wrapped in a geek romance—is a knockout of a debut novel by Becky Albertalli.

THE HOPE THAT KILLS
Independently Published A missing daughter. A haunted cop. A deep, dark mystery.When a young woman's body is found in a disused East London building, in the shadow of the City of
London's gleaming towers, DI Simon Fenchurch takes charge but soon faces an impossible situation.The victim has no ID on her, just hard-earned cash, but there is no doubting the
ferocity of the attack. As Fenchurch and his team in the Met police service try to identify her and piece together her murder, they're faced with cruel indiﬀerence at every turn.
Nobody cares about yet another dead prostitute.To Fenchurch, however, she could just as easily be Chloe, his daughter still missing after ten years, whose memory still haunts him,
his burning obsession having killed his marriage.But the discovery of a second body forces Fenchurch to peel back the grimy layers shrouding the London sex trade, confronting his
own traumatic past while racing to undo a scheme larger, more complex and more evil than anything he could possibly have imagined.Murder is intercut with humour in this fastpaced crime whodunnit set on the gritty streets of East London.
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HOW IT ALL BLEW UP
Viking Books for Young Readers "Fleeing to Rome in the wake of coming out to his Muslim family, a failed relationship, and blackmail, eighteen-year-old Amir Azadi embarks on a more
authentic life with new friends and dates in the Sistine Chapel before an encounter with a U.S. Customs oﬃcer places his hard-won freedom at risk." --

PENGUIN READERS LEVEL 5: SIMON VS. THE HOMO SAPIENS AGENDA (ELT GRADED READER)
Penguin Readers is an ELT graded reader series for learners of English as a foreign language. With carefully adapted text, new illustrations and language learning exercises, the
print edition also includes instructions to access supporting material online. Titles include popular classics, exciting contemporary ﬁction, and thought-provoking non-ﬁction,
introducing language learners to bestselling authors and compelling content. The eight levels of Penguin Readers follow the Common European Framework of Reference for
language learning (CEFR). Exercises at the back of each Reader help language learners to practise grammar, vocabulary, and key exam skills. Before, during and after-reading
questions test readers' story comprehension and develop vocabulary. Visit the Penguin Readers website Exclusively with the print edition, readers can unlock online resources
including a digital book, audio edition, lesson plans and answer keys. Simon is a young gay boy who is at High School in America. He meets Blue on the school's Tumblr, and they
begin talking to each other. Simon knows that he is falling in love, but then another boy sees the emails and Simon has to come out.

HISTORY IS ALL YOU LEFT ME
Soho Press "This book will make you cry, think, and then cry some more." —Nicola Yoon, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Everything, Everything From the New York Times
bestselling author of More Happy Than Not comes an explosive examination of grief, mental illness, and the devastating consequences of refusing to let go of the past. When
Griﬃn’s ﬁrst love and ex-boyfriend, Theo, dies in a drowning accident, his universe implodes. Even though Theo had moved to California for college and started seeing Jackson,
Griﬃn never doubted Theo would come back to him when the time was right. But now, the future he’s been imagining for himself has gone far oﬀ course. To make things worse, the
only person who truly understands his heartache is Jackson. But no matter how much they open up to each other, Griﬃn’s downward spiral continues. He’s losing himself in his
obsessive compulsions and destructive choices, and the secrets he’s been keeping are tearing him apart. If Griﬃn is ever to rebuild his future, he must ﬁrst confront his history,
every last heartbreaking piece in the puzzle of his life.

LOVE, CREEKWOOD
A SIMONVERSE NOVELLA
HarperCollins New York Times bestseller! Fall in love all over again with the characters from the bestselling Simonverse novels in this highly anticipated epilogue novella. Perfect for
fans of Becky Albertalli, the movie Love, Simon, and the new Hulu series spin-oﬀ, Love, Victor! It’s been more than a year since Simon and Blue turned their anonymous online
ﬂirtation into an IRL relationship, and just a few months since Abby and Leah’s unforgettable night at senior prom. Now the Creekwood High crew are ﬁrst years at diﬀerent
colleges, navigating friendship and romance the way their story began—on email. Praise for the Simonverse novels: Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens Agenda, The Upside of Unrequited,
and Leah on the Oﬀbeat: “Worthy of Fault in Our Stars–level obsession.”—Entertainment Weekly, on Simon vs. The Homo Sapiens Agenda “Heart-ﬂuttering, honest, and hilarious. I
can’t stop hugging this book.”—Stephanie Perkins, New York Times bestselling author of Anna and the French Kiss, on The Upside of Unrequited “Albertalli has a fantastic ear for
voice, and it’s beautifully on display in Leah’s funny, wry, and vulnerable ﬁrst-person narrative.”—ALA Booklist (starred review), on Leah on the Oﬀbeat

OPPOSITE OF ALWAYS
HarperCollins “One of the best love stories I’ve ever read.” —Angie Thomas, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Hate U Give “Read this one, reread it, and then hug it to
your chest.” —Becky Albertalli, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens Agenda Debut author Justin A. Reynolds delivers a hilarious and heartfelt novel
about the choices we make, the people we choose, and the moments that make a life worth reliving. Perfect for fans of Nicola Yoon and John Green. When Jack and Kate meet at a
party, bonding until sunrise over their mutual love of Froot Loops and their favorite ﬂicks, Jack knows he’s falling—hard. Soon she’s meeting his best friends, Jillian and Franny, and
Kate wins them over as easily as she did Jack. But then Kate dies. And their story should end there. Yet Kate’s death sends Jack back to the beginning, the moment they ﬁrst meet,
and Kate’s there again. Healthy, happy, and charming as ever. Jack isn’t sure if he’s losing his mind. Still, if he has a chance to prevent Kate’s death, he’ll take it. Even if that means
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believing in time travel. However, Jack will learn that his actions are not without consequences. And when one choice turns deadly for someone else close to him, he has to ﬁgure
out what he’s willing to do to save the people he loves.

WHAT IF IT'S US
HarperCollins A New York Times, USA Today, and Indie bestseller! Critically acclaimed and bestselling authors Becky Albertalli and Adam Silvera combine their talents in this smart,
funny, heartfelt collaboration about two very diﬀerent boys who can’t decide if the universe is pushing them together—or pulling them apart. ARTHUR is only in New York for the
summer, but if Broadway has taught him anything, it’s that the universe can deliver a showstopping romance when you least expect it. BEN thinks the universe needs to mind its
business. If the universe had his back, he wouldn’t be on his way to the post oﬃce carrying a box of his ex-boyfriend’s things. But when Arthur and Ben meet-cute at the post oﬃce,
what exactly does the universe have in store for them . . . ? Maybe nothing. After all, they get separated. Maybe everything. After all, they get reunited. But what if they can’t nail a
ﬁrst date even after three do-overs? What if Arthur tries too hard to make it work and Ben doesn’t try hard enough? What if life really isn’t like a Broadway play? But what if it is?
What if it’s us? Plus don't miss Here's to Us! Becky Albertalli and Adam Silvera reunite to continue the story of Arthur and Ben, the boys readers ﬁrst fell for in What If It’s Us.

SOCIAL INTERCOURSE
Simon and Schuster “A funny and satisfying love story [that] challenges simplistic preconceptions.” —Publishers Weekly Beckett Gaines, a gay teen living in South Carolina, has his
world turned upside-down by a jock in this laugh-out-loud novel that’s Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens Agenda meets The Parent Trap. Beck: The Golden Girls-loving, out-and-proud
choir nerd growing up in the “ass-crack of the Bible belt.” Jax: The Golden Boy, star quarterback with a slick veneer facing uncomfortable truths about himself and his past. When
Beck’s emotionally fragile dad starts dating the recently single (and supposedly lesbian) mom of former bully Jaxon Parker, Beck is not having it. Jax isn’t happy about the situation
either, holding out hope that his moms will reunite and restore the only stable home he’s ever known. Putting aside past diﬀerences, the boys plot to derail the budding romance
between their parents at their conservative hometown’s ﬁrst-ever Rainbow Prom. Hearts will be broken, new romance will bloom, but nothing will go down the way Beck and Jax
have planned. In his hilarious and provocative debut, Greg Howard examines the challenges of growing up diﬀerent in a small southern town through the lens of colorful and
unforgettable characters who stay with you long after the last drop of sweet tea.

WHEN THE MOON IS LOW
A NOVEL
HarperCollins Mahmoud's passion for his wife Fereiba, a schoolteacher, is greater than any love she's ever known. But their happy, middle-class world—a life of education, work, and
comfort—implodes when their country is engulfed in war, and the Taliban rises to power. Mahmoud, a civil engineer, becomes a target of the new fundamentalist regime and is
murdered. Forced to ﬂee Kabul with her three children, Fereiba has one hope to survive: she must ﬁnd a way to cross Europe and reach her sister's family in England. With forged
papers and help from kind strangers they meet along the way, Fereiba make a dangerous crossing into Iran under cover of darkness. Exhausted and brokenhearted but undefeated,
Fereiba manages to smuggle them as far as Greece. But in a busy market square, their fate takes a frightening turn when her teenage son, Saleem, becomes separated from the
rest of the family. Faced with an impossible choice, Fereiba pushes on with her daughter and baby, while Saleem falls into the shadowy underground network of undocumented
Afghans who haunt the streets of Europe's capitals. Across the continent Fereiba and Saleem struggle to reunite, and ultimately ﬁnd a place where they can begin to reconstruct
their lives.

LOVE FROM A TO Z
Salaam Reads / Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers From William C. Morris Award Finalist S.K. Ali comes an unforgettable romance that is part The Sun Is Also a Star mixed with
Anna and the French Kiss, following two Muslim teens who meet during a spring break trip. A marvel: something you ﬁnd amazing. Even ordinary-amazing. Like potatoes—because
they make French fries happen. Like the perfect fries Adam and his mom used to make together. An oddity: whatever gives you pause. Like the fact that there are hateful people in
the world. Like Zayneb’s teacher, who won’t stop reminding the class how “bad” Muslims are. But Zayneb, the only Muslim in class, isn’t bad. She’s angry. When she gets
suspended for confronting her teacher, and he begins investigating her activist friends, Zayneb heads to her aunt’s house in Doha, Qatar, for an early start to spring break. Fueled
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by the guilt of getting her friends in trouble, she resolves to try out a newer, “nicer” version of herself in a place where no one knows her. Then her path crosses with Adam’s. Since
he got diagnosed with multiple sclerosis in November, Adam’s stopped going to classes, intent, instead, on perfecting the making of things. Intent on keeping the memory of his
mom alive for his little sister. Adam’s also intent on keeping his diagnosis a secret from his grieving father. Alone, Adam and Zayneb are playing roles for others, keeping their real
thoughts locked away in their journals. Until a marvel and an oddity occurs… Marvel: Adam and Zayneb meeting. Oddity: Adam and Zayneb meeting.

YES NO MAYBE SO
HarperCollins A book about the power of love and resistance from New York Times bestselling authors Becky Albertalli and Aisha Saeed. YES Jamie Goldberg is cool with volunteering
for his local state senate candidate—as long as he’s behind the scenes. When it comes to speaking to strangers (or, let’s face it, speaking at all to almost anyone) Jamie’s a choke
artist. There’s no way he’d ever knock on doors to ask people for their votes…until he meets Maya. NO Maya Rehman’s having the worst Ramadan ever. Her best friend is too busy
to hang out, her summer trip is canceled, and now her parents are separating. Why her mother thinks the solution to her problems is political canvassing—with some awkward dude
she hardly knows—is beyond her. MAYBE SO Going door to door isn’t exactly glamorous, but maybe it’s not the worst thing in the world. After all, the polls are getting closer—and so
are Maya and Jamie. Mastering local activism is one thing. Navigating the cross-cultural crush of the century is another thing entirely.

THE GRAVITY OF US
Bloomsbury YA "I'm so starry-eyed for this wise, romantic gem of a book." - Becky Albertalli, bestselling author of Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens Agenda In this smart, heart-warming YA
debut perfect for fans of Becky Albertalli and Adam Silvera, two teens ﬁnd love when their lives are uprooted for their parents' involvement in a NASA mission to Mars. Cal wants to
be a journalist, and he's already well underway with almost half a million followers on his FlashFame app and an upcoming internship at Buzzfeed. But his plans are derailed when
his pilot father is selected for a highly-publicized NASA mission to Mars. Within days, Cal and his parents leave Brooklyn for hot and humid Houston. With the entire nation
desperate for any new information about the astronauts, Cal ﬁnds himself thrust in the middle of a media circus. Suddenly his life is more like a reality TV show, with his constantly
bickering parents struggling with their roles as the "perfect American family." And then Cal meets Leon, whose mother is another astronaut on the mission, and he ﬁnds himself
falling head over heels--and fast. They become an oasis for each other amid the craziness of this whole experience. As their relationship grows, so does the frenzy surrounding the
Mars mission, and when secrets are revealed about ulterior motives of the program, Cal must ﬁnd a way to get to the truth without hurting the people who have become most
important to him.

FRONT LINES
HarperCollins An epic, genre-bending, and transformative new series that reimagines World War II with female soldiers ﬁghting on the front lines. World War II, 1942. A court decision
makes women subject to the draft and eligible for service. The unproven American army is going up against the greatest ﬁghting force ever assembled, the armed forces of Nazi
Germany. Three girls sign up to ﬁght. Rio Richlin, Frangie Marr, and Rainy Schulterman are average girls, girls with dreams and aspirations, at the start of their lives, at the start of
their loves. Each has her own reasons for volunteering: Rio ﬁghts to honor her sister; Frangie needs money for her family; Rainy wants to kill Germans. For the ﬁrst time they leave
behind their homes and families—to go to war. These three daring young women will play their parts in the war to defeat evil and save the human race. As the fate of the world
hangs in the balance, they will discover the roles that deﬁne them on the front lines. They will ﬁght the greatest war the world has ever known. Perfect for fans of Girl in the Blue
Coat, Salt to the Sea, The Book Thief, and Code Name Verity, from New York Times bestselling author Michael Grant.

THE UPSIDE OF UNREQUITED
HarperCollins From the award-winning author of Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens Agenda comes a funny, authentic novel about sisterhood, love, and identity. “Heart-ﬂuttering, honest,
and hilarious. I can’t stop hugging this book.” —Stephanie Perkins, New York Times bestselling author of Anna and the French Kiss "I have such a crush on this book! Not only is this
one a must read, but it's a must re-read." —Julie Murphy, New York Times bestselling author of Dumplin’ Seventeen-year-old Molly Peskin-Suso knows all about unrequited love. No
matter how many times her twin sister, Cassie, tells her to woman up, Molly can’t stomach the idea of rejection. So she’s careful. Fat girls always have to be careful. Then a cute
new girl enters Cassie’s orbit, and for the ﬁrst time ever, Molly’s cynical twin is a lovesick mess. Meanwhile, Molly's totally not dying of loneliness—except for the part where she is.
Luckily, Cassie's new girlfriend comes with a cute hipster-boy sidekick. If Molly can win him over, she'll get her ﬁrst kiss and she'll get her twin back. There's only one problem:
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Molly's coworker, Reid. He's a chubby Tolkien superfan with a season pass to the Ren Faire, and there's absolutely no way Molly could fall for him. Right? Plus don't miss Yes No
Maybe So, Becky Albertalli's and Aisha Saeed's heartwarming and hilarious new novel, coming in 2020!

BOYFRIENDS WITH GIRLFRIENDS
Simon and Schuster Sergio is bisexual, but his only real relationship was with a girl. Lance has always known he was gay, but he’s never had a real boyfriend. When the two of them
meet, they have an instant connection—but will it be enough to overcome their diﬀerences? Allie’s been in a relationship with a guy for the last two years—but when she meets
Kimiko, she can’t get her out of her mind. Does this mean she’s gay? Or bi? Kimiko, falling hard for Allie, is willing to stick around and help Allie ﬁgure it out. Boyfriends with
Girlfriends is Alex Sanchez at his best, writing with a sensitive hand to portray four very real teens striving to ﬁnd their places in the world—and with each other.

WHATEVER.
OR HOW JUNIOR YEAR BECAME TOTALLY F$@CKED
Macmillan Hilarity ensues when a slacker teen boy discovers he's gay, in this unforgettably funny YA debut.

THE BOURBON THIEF
A SOUTHERN GOTHIC NOVEL
MIRA Betrayal, revenge and a family scandal that bore a 150–year–old mystery When Cooper McQueen wakes up from a night with a beautiful stranger, it's to discover he's been
robbed. The only item stolen—a million-dollar bottle of bourbon. The thief, a mysterious woman named Paris, claims the bottle is rightfully hers. After all, the label itself says it's
property of the Maddox family who owned and operated the Red Thread Bourbon distillery since the last days of the Civil War, until the company went out of business for reasons no
one knows… No one except Paris. In the small hours of a Louisville morning, Paris unspools the lurid tale of Tamara Maddox, heiress to the distillery that became an empire. Theirs
is a legacy of wealth and power, but also of lies, secrets and sins of omission. Why Paris wants the bottle of Red Thread remains a secret until the truth of her identity is at last
revealed, and the century-old vengeance Tamara vowed against her family can ﬁnally be completed.

I KISSED ALICE
Imprint "Rivals-to-lovers, mistaken identity, and slow, slow burn... A loving homage to fandom and queer girls." —Victoria Lee, author of The Fever King For fans of Leah on the
Oﬀbeat and Laura Dean Keeps Breaking Up with Me, Anna Birch's I Kissed Alice is a romantic comedy about enemies, lovers, and everything in between. Rhodes and Iliana couldn't
be more diﬀerent, but that's not why they hate each other. Rhodes, a gifted artist, has always excelled at Alabama’s Conservatory of the Arts (until she’s hit with a secret bout of
creator’s block), while Iliana, a transfer student, tries to outshine everyone with her intense, competitive work ethic. Since only one of them can get the coveted Capstone
scholarship, the competition between them is ﬁerce. They both escape the pressure on a fanﬁc site where they are unknowingly collaborating on a webcomic. And despite being
worst enemies in real life, their anonymous online identities I-Kissed-Alice and Curious-in-Cheshire are starting to like each other... a lot. When the truth comes out, will they destroy
each other's future? An Imprint Book "The swoony queer romcom of my heart... Pitch-perfect." —Rachel Hawkins, New York Times-bestselling author of Prince Charming and Her
Royal Highness

FULL DISCLOSURE
Knopf Books for Young Readers "An unﬂinchingly honest, eye-opening, heartful story that's sure to keep readers talking." --Angie Thomas, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The
Hate U Give and On the Come Up "Romantic, funny, hopeful, and unﬂinchingly real." --Becky Albertalli, New York Times bestselling author of Simon Vs. The Homosapiens Agenda The
uplifting story of an HIV-positive teen, falling in love and learning to live her truth. Simone Garcia-Hampton is starting over at a new school, and this time things will be diﬀerent.
She's making real friends, making a name for herself as student director of Rent, and making a play for Miles, the guy who makes her melt every time he walks into a room. The last
thing she wants is for word to get out that she's HIV-positive, because last time . . . well, last time things got ugly. Keeping her viral load under control is easy, but keeping her
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diagnosis under wraps is not so simple. As Simone and Miles start going out for real--shy kisses escalating into much more--she feels an uneasiness that goes beyond butterﬂies.
She knows she has to tell him that she's positive, especially if sex is a possibility, but she's terriﬁed of how he'll react! And then she ﬁnds an anonymous note in her locker: I know
you have HIV. You have until Thanksgiving to stop hanging out with Miles. Or everyone else will know too. Simone's ﬁrst instinct is to protect her secret at all costs, but as she gains
a deeper understanding of the prejudice and fear in her community, she begins to wonder if the only way to rise above is to face the haters head-on. . . . "Full Disclosure is such a
joy to read." --Erika Sanchez, National Book Award ﬁnalist for I Am Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter "A big-hearted love letter to inclusivity, bravery, and acceptance, Full
Disclosure is a wonder of a book." --Kathleen Glasgow, New York Times bestselling author of Girl in Pieces

SELF-MADE BOYS: A GREAT GATSBY REMIX
Feiwel & Friends Stonewall Honor recipient and two-time National Book Award Longlist selectee Anna-Marie McLemore weaves an intoxicating tale of glamor and heartache in SelfMade Boys: A Great Gatsby Remix, part of the Remixed Classics series. New York City, 1922. Nicolás Caraveo, a 17-year-old transgender boy from Wisconsin, has no interest in the
city’s glamor. Going to New York is all about establishing himself as a young professional, which could set up his future—and his life as a man—and beneﬁt his family. Nick rents a
small house in West Egg from his 18-year-old cousin, Daisy Fabrega, who lives in fashionable East Egg near her wealthy ﬁancé, Tom—and Nick is shocked to ﬁnd that his cousin now
goes by Daisy Fay, has erased all signs of her Latine heritage, and now passes seamlessly as white. Nick’s neighbor in West Egg is a mysterious young man named Jay Gatsby,
whose castle-like mansion is the stage for parties so extravagant that they both dazzle and terrify Nick. At one of these parties, Nick learns that the spectacle is all meant to
impress a girl from Jay’s past—Daisy. And he learns something else: Jay is also transgender. As Nick is pulled deeper into the glittery culture of decadence, he spends more time with
Jay, aiming to help his new friend reconnect with his lost love. But Nick's feelings grow more complicated when he ﬁnds himself falling hard for Jay's openness, idealism, and
unfounded faith in the American Dream. Praise for Self-Made Boys: "Anna-Marie McLemore cracks the Gatsby story wide open, breathing fresh life into these familiar characters with
wisdom, honesty, and real tenderness. An all-time favorite—I was completely transported." —Becky Albertalli, New York Times-bestselling author of Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens
Agenda "Tenderly written and achingly romantic, Anna-Marie McLemore has crafted a romance for the ages. Their Latinx lens provides more nuance and depth to the classic story.
With a breath of fresh life, Self-Made Boys shows us how queer love has ﬂourished in quiet corners across history." —Aiden Thomas, New York Times-bestselling author of Cemetery
Boys

LAURA DEAN KEEPS BREAKING UP WITH ME
First Second One of FORBES Best Graphic Novels of 2019 On BCCB 2019 Blue Ribbons List One of NPR's Best Books of 2019 Booklist 2019 Editors' Choice One of Bitch Media’s Best
Queer YA Novels of 2019 Author Mariko Tamaki and illustrator Rosemary Valero-O’Connell bring to life a sweet and spirited tale of young love in Laura Dean Keeps Breaking Up with
Me, a graphic novel that asks us to consider what happens when we ditch the toxic relationships we crave to embrace the healthy ones we need. Laura Dean, the most popular girl in
high school, was Frederica Riley's dream girl: charming, conﬁdent, and SO cute. There's just one problem: Laura Dean is maybe not the greatest girlfriend. Reeling from her latest
break up, Freddy's best friend, Doodle, introduces her to the Seek-Her, a mysterious medium, who leaves Freddy some cryptic parting words: break up with her. But Laura Dean
keeps coming back, and as their relationship spirals further out of her control, Freddy has to wonder if it's really Laura Dean that's the problem. Maybe it's Freddy, who is rapidly
losing her friends, including Doodle, who needs her now more than ever. Fortunately for Freddy, there are new friends, and the insight of advice columnists like Anna Vice to help
her through being a teenager in love.

ONLY MOSTLY DEVASTATED
A NOVEL
Wednesday Books Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens Agenda meets Clueless in this boy-meets-boy spin on Grease, from NATIONALLY and INTERNATIONALLY BESTSELLING author Sophie
Gonzales A 2021 Rainbow Book List Selection A 2021 Southern Book Prize ﬁnalist A Goodreads Choice Awards 2020 ﬁnalist A Junior Library Guild Gold Standard Selection An Indie
Next Pick “Only Mostly Devastated is the kind of book I wish existed when my kids were younger—a charming, funny, laugh-out-loud teen romance that reminds all readers love
comes in a multitude of ﬂavors, and they are ALL sweet.” —Jodi Picoult, New York Times–bestselling author of Small Great Things and A Spark of Light “A delightful, heartwarming,
heartrending story about family, love, friendship, and living your most authentic life. I couldn't put it down.” —New York Times–bestselling author Sandhya Menon Will Tavares is the
dream summer ﬂing—he’s fun, aﬀectionate, kind—but just when Ollie thinks he’s found his Happily Ever After, summer vacation ends and Will stops texting Ollie back. Now Ollie is
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one prince short of his fairytale ending, and to complicate the fairytale further, a family emergency sees Ollie uprooted and enrolled at a new school across the country. Which he
minds a little less when he realizes it’s the same school Will goes to...except Ollie ﬁnds that the sweet, comfortably queer guy he knew from summer isn’t the same one attending
Collinswood High. This Will is a class clown, closeted—and, to be honest, a bit of a jerk. Ollie has no intention of pining after a guy who clearly isn’t ready for a relationship,
especially since this new, bro-y jock version of Will seems to go from hot to cold every other week. But then Will starts “coincidentally” popping up in every area of Ollie’s life, from
music class to the lunch table, and Ollie ﬁnds his resolve weakening. The last time he gave Will his heart, Will handed it back to him trampled and battered. Ollie would have to be
an idiot to trust him with it again. Right? Right.

I BELIEVE IN A THING CALLED LOVE
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (BYR) A Seventeen.com Best YA Books of 2017 A Publishers Weekly's Best YA Book of 2017 A New York Public Library Notable Best Book for Teens 2017 A 2018
CCBC Choices Book "Hilarious." —Publishers Weekly, starred review "Powerful messages of inclusion and acceptance.” —Kirkus Reviews, starred review Desi Lee believes anything is
possible if you have a plan. That's how she became student body president. Varsity soccer star. And it's how she'll get into Stanford. But she's never had a boyfriend. In fact, she's a
disaster at romance, a clumsy, stammering humiliation magnet whose botched attempts at ﬂirting have become legendary with her friends. So when the hottest human specimen to
have ever lived walks into her life one day, Desi ﬁnds guidance in the Korean dramas her father has been obsessively watching for years—where the hapless heroine always seems
to end up in the arms of her true love by episode ten. It's a simple formula, and Desi is a quick study. Armed with her "K Drama Steps to True Love," Desi goes after the moody,
elusive artist Luca Drakos—and boat rescues, love triangles, and staged car crashes ensue. But when the fun and games turn to true feels, Desi ﬁnds out that real love is about way
more than just drama. A Margaret Ferguson Book

LEAH ON THE OFFBEAT
HarperCollins #1 New York Times bestseller! Goodreads Choice Award for the best young adult novel of the year! In this sequel to the acclaimed Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens
Agenda—now a major motion picture, Love, Simon—we follow Simon’s BFF Leah as she grapples with changing friendships, ﬁrst love, and senior year angst. When it comes to
drumming, Leah Burke is usually on beat—but real life isn’t always so rhythmic. She’s an anomaly in her friend group: the only child of a young, single mom, and her life is decidedly
less privileged. She loves to draw but is too self-conscious to show it. And even though her mom knows she’s bisexual, she hasn’t mustered the courage to tell her friends—not even
her openly gay BFF, Simon. So Leah really doesn’t know what to do when her rock-solid friend group starts to fracture in unexpected ways. With prom and college on the horizon,
tensions are running high. It’s hard for Leah to strike the right note while the people she loves are ﬁghting—especially when she realizes she might love one of them more than she
ever intended. Plus don't miss Yes No Maybe So, Becky Albertalli's and Aisha Saeed's heartwarming and hilarious new novel, coming in 2020!

KATE IN WAITING
HarperCollins From #1 New York Times bestselling author and rom-com queen Becky Albertalli comes a buoyant new novel about daring to step out of the shadows and into the
spotlight in love, life, and, yes, theater. Contrary to popular belief, best friends Kate Garﬁeld and Anderson Walker are not codependent. Carpooling to and from theater rehearsals?
Environmentally sound and eﬃcient. Consulting each other on every single life decision? Basic good judgment. Pining for the same guys from afar? Shared crushes are more fun
anyway. But when Kate and Andy’s latest long-distance crush shows up at their school, everything goes oﬀ-script. Matt Olsson is talented and sweet, and Kate likes him. She really
likes him. The only problem? So does Anderson. Turns out, communal crushes aren’t so fun when real feelings are involved. This one might even bring the curtains down on Kate and
Anderson’s friendship.

THERE'S SOMETHING ABOUT SWEETIE
Simon Pulse “Adorable, joyous.” —BuzzFeed “I’m head-over-heels for this charming, funny, romantic, life-aﬃrming book.” —Becky Albertalli, New York Times bestselling author of
Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens Agenda and Leah on the Oﬀbeat The irresistible companion novel to the New York Times bestseller When Dimple Met Rishi, which follows Rishi’s
brother, Ashish, and a conﬁdent, self-proclaimed fat athlete named Sweetie as they both discover what love means to them. Ashish Patel didn’t know love could be so…sucky. After
being dumped by his ex-girlfriend, his mojo goes AWOL. Even worse, his parents are annoyingly, smugly conﬁdent they could ﬁnd him a better match. So, in a moment of weakness,
Ash challenges them to set him up. The Patels insist that Ashish date an Indian-American girl—under contract. Per subclause 1(a), he’ll be taking his date on “fun” excursions like
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visiting the Hindu temple and his eccentric Gita Auntie. Kill him now. How is this ever going to work? Sweetie Nair is many things: a formidable track athlete who can outrun most
people in California, a loyal friend, a shower-singing champion. Oh, and she’s also fat. To Sweetie’s traditional parents, this last detail is the kiss of death. Sweetie loves her
parents, but she’s so tired of being told she’s lacking because she’s fat. She decides it’s time to kick oﬀ the Sassy Sweetie Project, where she’ll show the world (and herself) what
she’s really made of. Ashish and Sweetie both have something to prove. But with each date they realize there’s an unexpected magic growing between them. Can they ﬁnd their
true selves without losing each other?

I WISH YOU ALL THE BEST
Scholastic Inc. Perfect for fans of Adam Silvera and Becky Albertalli, Mason Deaver's stunning debut will rip your heart out before showing you how to heal from tragedy and celebrate
life in the process.

OF CURSES AND KISSES
Simon and Schuster Told in two voices, Jaya Rao, an East Indian princess, and Grey Emerson, an English lord, suﬀer the eﬀects of a centuries-old feud when they meet at an elite
Colorado boarding school.

FOR THE RECORD
Ember As the new lead singer of the band Melbourne, Chelsea has only the summer tour to make the band--and their fans--love her, or it is back to boring high school.

HERE'S TO US
HarperCollins #1 New York Times bestseller! Becky Albertalli and Adam Silvera reunite to continue the story of Arthur and Ben, the boys readers ﬁrst fell for in the bestselling romcom What If It’s Us. Ben survived freshman year of college, but he’s feeling more stuck than ever. His classes are a slog, his part-time job working with his father is even worse, and
his best friend Dylan’s been acting weird for weeks. Ben’s only real bright spot is his writing partner Mario, who’s been giving him a lot of Spanish lessons and even more kisses.
Mario’s big Hollywood dreams make Ben start to dream bigger—and the choices he makes now could be the key to reshaping his future. So why can’t he stop thinking about a
certain boy from his past? Arthur is back in New York City for the ﬁrst time in two years, ready to take the theater world by a storm as the world’s best . . . intern to the assistant of
an oﬀ-oﬀ-Broadway director. Of course, it sucks to be spending the summer apart from his sweet, reliable boyfriend, Mikey, but he knows their relationship is strong enough to
weather the distance. Which is why it’s no big deal when his ex-boyfriend Ben stumbles back into the picture. And it’s deﬁnitely ﬁne that Ben’s blissfully happy with some mystery
boy. First loves are special, but it’s way too late for what-ifs. Right? Even as the boys try to shake oﬀ the past, they keep running into each other in the present. Is this the universe
trying to tell them there’s a do-over in their future? Here's to Us is sure to be welcomed by fans old and new of these authors and their previous collaboration, What If It's Us.
Critically acclaimed and bestselling authors Becky Albertalli and Adam Silvera combine their talents in these smart, funny, heartfelt novels about two very diﬀerent boys who can’t
decide if the universe is pushing them together—or pulling them apart.

SUNNY G'S SERIES OF RASH DECISIONS
Penguin “Pitch-perfect. One of the most endearing teen voices I’ve ever encountered.” —Becky Albertalli, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens
Agenda For fans of Sandhya Menon and Adam Silvera comes a prom-night romantic-comedy romp about a Sikh teen's search for love and identity. Sunny G's brother left him one
thing when he died: His notebook, which Sunny is determined to ﬁll up with a series of rash decisions. Decision number one was a big one: He stopped wearing his turban, cut oﬀ his
hair, and shaved his beard. He doesn't look like a Sikh anymore. He doesn't look like himself anymore. Even his cosplay doesn't look right without his beard. Sunny debuts his new
look at prom, which he's stuck going to alone. He's skipping the big fandom party—the one where he'd normally be in full cosplay, up on stage playing bass with his band and his
best friend, Ngozi—in favor of the Very Important Prom Experience. An experience that's starting to look like a bust. Enter Mindii Vang, a girl with a penchant for making rash
decisions of her own, starting with stealing Sunny's notebook. When Sunny chases after her, prom turns into an all-night adventure—a night full of rash, wonderful, romantic,
stupid, life-changing decisions. * "[For] fans of John Green and Sandhya Menon, Sunny G is . . . full of heart. It's not one to miss.” —Booklist (starred review) "Reading Sunny G’s
Series of Rash Decisions is the best decision you could make.” —Jeﬀ Zentner, award-winning author of The Serpent King “Poignant and moving.” —Kirkus Reviews
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YOU ASKED FOR PERFECT
Sourcebooks, Inc. "Wise romantic and painfully relatable."—BECKY ALBERTALLI, award-winning author of Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens Agenda For fans of Adam Silvera and Nina
LaCour comes a timely novel about a teen?s struggle when academic success and happiness pull him in opposite directions. Senior Ariel Stone has spent his life cultivating the
perfect college résumé: ﬁrst chair violinist, dedicated volunteer, active synagogue congregant, and expected valedictorian. He barely has time to think about a social life, let alone a
relationship...until a failed calculus quiz puts his future on the line, forcing Ariel to enlist his classmate, Amir, as a tutor. As the two spend more time together, Ariel discovers he
may not like calculus, but he does like Amir. When he's with Amir, the crushing academic pressure fades away, and a fuller and brighter world comes into focus. But college
deadlines are still looming. And adding a new relationship to his long list of commitments may just push Ariel past his limit. Full of empathy, honesty, and heart, You Asked for
Perfect is a story for anyone who has ever questioned the price of perfection. Praise for You Asked for Perfect: "Silverman's novel hit me straight in the heart... It was powerful
enough to make me want to be a better—yet still imperfect—person." —Bill Konigsberg, author of The Music of What Happens "A coming-of-age novel that will charm readers with its
relatable and diverse characters, quirky storyline, and interweaving of faith, queerness, and the everyday lives of seniors navigating the pressures of college applications, grades,
and relationships. Heartwarming and engaging."—Kirkus

DARIUS THE GREAT IS NOT OKAY
Penguin Darius doesn't think he'll ever be enough, in America or in Iran. Hilarious and heartbreaking, this unforgettable debut introduces a brilliant new voice in contemporary YA.
Winner of the William C. Morris Debut Award “Heartfelt, tender, and so utterly real. I’d live in this book forever if I could.” —Becky Albertalli, award-winning author of Simon vs. the
Homo Sapiens Agenda Darius Kellner speaks better Klingon than Farsi, and he knows more about Hobbit social cues than Persian ones. He’s a Fractional Persian—half, his mom’s
side—and his ﬁrst-ever trip to Iran is about to change his life. Darius has never really ﬁt in at home, and he’s sure things are going to be the same in Iran. His clinical depression
doesn’t exactly help matters, and trying to explain his medication to his grandparents only makes things harder. Then Darius meets Sohrab, the boy next door, and everything
changes. Soon, they’re spending their days together, playing soccer, eating faludeh, and talking for hours on a secret rooftop overlooking the city’s skyline. Sohrab calls him
Darioush—the original Persian version of his name—and Darius has never felt more like himself than he does now that he’s Darioush to Sohrab. Adib Khorram’s brilliant debut is for
anyone who’s ever felt not good enough—then met a friend who makes them feel so much better than okay.

TRUE OR FALSE
A CIA ANALYST'S GUIDE TO SPOTTING FAKE NEWS
Feiwel & Friends "If I could pick one book to hand to every teen—and adult—on earth, this is the one. True or False is accessible, thorough, and searingly honest, and we desperately
needed it." —Becky Albertalli, author of Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens Agenda A former CIA analyst unveils the true history of fake news and gives readers tips on how to avoid falling
victim to it in this highly designed informative YA nonﬁction title. "Fake news" is a term you’ve probably heard a lot in the last few years, but it’s not a new phenomenon. From the
ancient Egyptians to the French Revolution to Jack the Ripper and the founding fathers, fake news has been around as long as human civilization. But that doesn’t mean that we
should just give up on the idea of ﬁnding the truth. In True or False, former CIA analyst Cindy Otis will take readers through the history and impact of misinformation over the
centuries, sharing stories from the past and insights that readers today can gain from them. Then, she shares lessons learned in over a decade working for the CIA, including
actionable tips on how to spot fake news, how to make sense of the information we receive each day, and, perhaps most importantly, how to understand and see past our own
information biases, so that we can think critically about important issues and put events happening around us into context. True or False includes a wealth of photo illustrations,
informative inserts, and sidebars containing interesting facts and trivia sure to engage readers in critical thinking and analysis. This title has common core connections.

HOMO DEUS
A BRIEF HISTORY OF TOMORROW
HarperCollins Oﬃcial U.S. edition with full color illustrations throughout. NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Yuval Noah Harari, author of the critically-acclaimed New York Times
bestseller and international phenomenon Sapiens, returns with an equally original, compelling, and provocative book, turning his focus toward humanity’s future, and our quest to
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upgrade humans into gods. Over the past century humankind has managed to do the impossible and rein in famine, plague, and war. This may seem hard to accept, but, as Harari
explains in his trademark style—thorough, yet riveting—famine, plague and war have been transformed from incomprehensible and uncontrollable forces of nature into manageable
challenges. For the ﬁrst time ever, more people die from eating too much than from eating too little; more people die from old age than from infectious diseases; and more people
commit suicide than are killed by soldiers, terrorists and criminals put together. The average American is a thousand times more likely to die from binging at McDonalds than from
being blown up by Al Qaeda. What then will replace famine, plague, and war at the top of the human agenda? As the self-made gods of planet earth, what destinies will we set
ourselves, and which quests will we undertake? Homo Deus explores the projects, dreams and nightmares that will shape the twenty-ﬁrst century—from overcoming death to
creating artiﬁcial life. It asks the fundamental questions: Where do we go from here? And how will we protect this fragile world from our own destructive powers? This is the next
stage of evolution. This is Homo Deus. With the same insight and clarity that made Sapiens an international hit and a New York Times bestseller, Harari maps out our future.

ARISTOTLE AND DANTE DISCOVER THE SECRETS OF THE UNIVERSE
Simon and Schuster Fifteen-year-old Ari Mendoza is an angry loner with a brother in prison, but when he meets Dante and they become friends, Ari starts to ask questions about
himself, his parents and his family that he has never asked before.

TEXTBOOK OF ENGINEERING DRAWING
Salient Features: Provided simple step by step explanations to motivate self study of the subject. Free hand sketching techniques are provided. Worksheets for free hand practice
are provided. A new chapter on Computer Aided Design and Drawing (CADD) is added.

GAY TV AND STRAIGHT AMERICA
Rutgers University Press Drawing on political and cultural indicators to explain the sudden upsurge of gay material on prime-time network television in the 1990s, this book brings
together analysis of relevant Supreme Court rulings, media coverage of gay rights battles, debates about multiculturalism, concerns over political correctness, and more.
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